
What is a Funded Trading Account?
A funded trading account is an account that is traded on behalf of a company by a
third-party trader. These accounts provide talented individuals with sufficient risk
capital, leverage, and purchasing power. Armed with this equity, astute traders can
generate profits by engaging in the world’s financial markets. Whether as a primary or
secondary source of equity, a funded trading account is an invaluable asset for any
serious trader.

Types of Funded Trading Accounts
Different types of funded trading accounts include:

1. Forex Funded Trading Accounts: These focus on currency trading in the foreign
exchange market.

2. Futures Funded Trading Accounts: These involve trading futures contracts on
commodities, indices, or financial instruments.

3. Stock Funded Trading Accounts: These allow traders to participate in stock
markets.

4. Options Funded Trading Accounts: These focus on options trading.

How Do Funded Trading Accounts Work?
1. Enroll in an Evaluation Program: The first step is to successfully pass an

evaluation period, commonly referred to as a “challenge.” During this phase, you
prove your ability to be profitable.

2. Pass the challenge: If you meet the requirements, you’ll receive an offer to open a
proprietary-funded trading account with the company.

3. Access to a Funded Account: Once accepted, you gain access to a funded
trading account with real money to trade where you can then keep usually 70-90%
(depending on the firm) of future profit generated.

Steps to Become a Funded Trader
1. Educate Yourself: Develop a solid understanding of the markets and trading.
2. Practice: Regularly practice trading to hone your skills.
3. Take a Trading Audition: Successfully pass an evaluation or challenge to

demonstrate your profitability.
4. Follow the Rules: Adhere to the trading rules set by the prop firm.
5. Manage Your Risk: Implement effective risk management strategies.



6. Stay Disciplined: Maintain discipline in your trading approach.

Pros and Cons of a Funded Account

Pros:

● Access to capital without personal investment
● Leverage and purchasing power
● Opportunity to earn profits

Cons:

● Strict risk management rules
● Profit-sharing arrangements
● Evaluation process

Choosing the Best Funded Trader Program
Consider the following factors when selecting a funded trader program:

1. Reliability: Research the prop firm’s reputation and track record.
2. Initial Capital: Understand the initial capital required.
3. Trading Platforms and Tools: Evaluate the available trading platforms and tools.
4. Profit Target & Profit Share: Know the profit-sharing terms.
5. Evaluation Time Limit: Be aware of any time constraints.
6. Provider’s Terms and Conditions: Read and understand all terms.

Our Top Picks
1. Pro Trader Funding: www.protraderfund.com

A newly opened promising prop firm that we are currently utilizing to attain larger
amounts of capital through their $500k two-step challenge. Sidenote; you can
track our progress on this challenge on our youtube series :
https://www.youtube.com/@Ryan.trades . Due diligence performed by ourselves
points to this firm being one of, if not the most reliable firm aiming for longevity
and reliability.

2. FTMO: www.ftmo.com

A veteran brand of the industry. Unbothered about risky innovation, FTMO has
thrived for many years providing a good environment for skilled traders.

3. 5%ers: www.the5ers.com

https://www.youtube.com/@Ryan.trades
http://www.the5ers.com


This firm has also been around since the beginning of the prop firm frenzy,
providing reliable conditions for many years.

Remember, becoming a funded trader requires dedication, discipline, and continuous
learning. Best of luck on your journey to trading success!


